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Abstract
We prove a weighted Feferman-Vaught decomposition theorem for disjoint unions and products of
finite structures. The classical Feferman-Vaught Theorem describes how the evaluation of a first
order sentence in a generalized product of relational structures can be reduced to the evaluation
of sentences in the contributing structures and the index structure. The logic we employ for
our weighted extension is based on the weighted MSO logic introduced by Droste and Gastin to
obtain a Büchi-type result for weighted automata. We show that for disjoint unions and products
of structures, the evaluation of formulas from two respective fragments of the logic can be reduced
to the evaluation of formulas in the contributing structures. We also prove that the respective
restrictions are necessary. Surprisingly, for the case of disjoint unions, the fragment is the same
as the one used in the Büchi-type result of weighted automata. In fact, even the formulas used
to show that the respective restrictions are necessary are the same in both cases. However, here
proving that they do not allow for a Feferman-Vaught-like decomposition is more complex and
employs Ramsey’s Theorem. We also show how translation schemes can be applied to go beyond
disjoint unions and products.
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1 Introduction
The Feferman-Vaught Theorem [6] is one of the fundamental theorems in model theory. The
theorem describes how the computation of the truth value of a first order sentence in a
generalized product of relational structures can be reduced to the computation of truth values
of first order sentences in the contributing structures and the evaluation of a monadic second
order sentence in the index structure. The theorem itself has a long-standing history. It builds
upon work of Mostowski [17], and was later shown to hold true for monadic second order
logic (MSO logic) as well [5, 8, 9, 12, 21]. For a survey and more background information,
see [13].
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In this paper, we show that under appropriate assumptions, the Feferman-Vaught Theorem
also holds true for a weighted MSO logic with arbitrary commutative semirings as weight
structure. The logic we employ is based on the weighted logic by Droste and Gastin [3].
In this logic, formulas can take values which convey a quantitative meaning. The logic’s
connectives and quantifiers hence also adopt quantitative roles. The disjunction becomes a
sum, the conjunction a product. The existential quantifier, instead of only checking whether
some element with a certain property exists, now takes the truth value of this property for
every element in the universe and sums over these values. Under appropriate assumptions,
the result of this summation can for instance be the exact number of elements that satisfy
the given property. One example of a property which can be expressed using this logic is
the number of cliques of a given size in an undirected graph. In [3], the authors prove a
Büchi-like result for a specific fragment of the MSO logic, showing that for finite and infinite
words, this fragment is expressively equivalent to semiring-weighted automata [20]. The
study of a weighted Feferman-Vaught Theorem for disjoint unions, employing the same logic
as we do, was initiated by Ravve et al. in [19], where the authors also point out several
algorithmic uses and possible applications of a weighted Feferman-Vaught Theorem.
The classical Feferman-Vaught Theorem considers finite and infinite structures without
any need for distinction between them. This results from the fact that, in the Boolean
setting, infinite joins and meets are well-defined. In particular, existential and universal
quantification, which are essentially joins and meets ranging over the whole universe of a
structure, are well-defined for finite and infinite structures alike. However, for arbitrary
semirings, infinite sums and products are usually not defined. For lack of space, here we
consider only finite structures and finite disjoint unions and products of these structures. We
note that an extension to infinite structures is possible by employing bicomplete semirings.
Bicomplete semirings are equipped with infinite sum and product operations that naturally
extend their respective finite operations. Our main results are the following.
We provide a Feferman-Vaught Theorem for disjoint unions of structures with our weighted
MSO logic, where the first order product quantifier is restricted to quantify only over
formulas which do not contain any sum or product quantifier themselves. Surprisingly,
this restriction and the resulting fragment are the same as the one working for the
Büchi-like result of [3].
We show that no similar theorem can hold for disjoint unions if the first order product
quantifier is not restricted. The formulas we employ for this in fact also occurred in [3]
and [4] as examples of weighted formulas whose semantics could not be described by
weighted automata. While in these papers, it was elementary to show that the formulas
given define weighted languages not recognizable by weighted automata, here proving
that they do not allow for a Feferman-Vaught-like decomposition is more complex and
employs a weak version of Ramsey’s Theorem [18].
We show that a Feferman-Vaught Theorem also holds for products of structures for the
product-quantifier-free first order fragment of our logic.
We show that no similar theorem can hold for products if we include the first order
product quantifier.
We show that our theorems are also true for more general disjoint unions and products
defined by translation schemes [13, 22, 2].
With respect to our proofs, here we just note that in comparison to the universal quantifier of
the Boolean setting, the product quantifier requires a separate and new consideration. While
universal quantification can simply be expressed using negation and existential quantification,
it is in general not possible to express multiplication by addition.
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Translation schemes are a model theoretic tool to “translate” structures over one logical
signature into structures over another signature in a well behaved fashion, namely in an
MSO-defined fashion. They can be applied, for example, to translate between texts and
trees [11], and between nested words, alternating texts, and hedges [16]. These particular
translations were employed in [15, 14, 16] to prove that weighted automata over texts,
hedges, and nested words are expressively equivalent to weighted logics over these structures.
Translation schemes are a rather natural concept and therefore they have been frequently
rediscovered and named differently [13, 22, 2]. Our notion of a translation scheme is mostly
due to [13].
Related work. A concept related to weighted logics is that of many-valued logics. In both
models the evaluation of a formula on a structure produces a quantitative piece of information.
In many approaches to many-valued logics, values are taken in the interval [0, 1], cf. [10, 7].
In contrast to this, weights in weighted logics are taken from a semiring and may occur as
atomic formulas which enables the modeling of quantitative properties.
2 Preliminaries
Let N = {1, 2, . . .} and N0 = N ∪ {0}. A signature σ is a pair (Relσ, arσ) where Relσ is a set
of relation symbols and arσ : Relσ → N the arity function. A σ-structure A is a pair (UA, IA)
where UA is a set, called the universe of A, and IA is an interpretation, which maps every
R ∈ Relσ to a set RA ⊆ Uarσ(R)A . A structure is called finite if its universe is a finite set. By
Str(σ) we denote the class of all σ-structures.
For two σ-structures A = (A, IA) and B = (B, IB), we define the product A×B ∈ Str(σ)
of A and B and the disjoint union A t B ∈ Str(σ) of A and B as follows. For the
product we let A×B = (A×B, IA×B) with RA×B = {((a1, b1), . . . , (ak, bk)) | (a1, . . . , ak) ∈
RA and (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ RB}. For the disjoint union, let AtB be the disjoint union (i.e., the set
theoretic coproduct) of A and B with inclusions ιA and ιB . Then AtB = (AtB, IAtB) with
RAtB = {(ιA(a1), . . . , ιA(ak)) | (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ RA} ∪ {(ιB(b1), . . . , ιA(bk)) | (b1, . . . , bk) ∈
RB}. Throughout the paper, we identify a ∈ A with ιA(a) ∈ A t B and b ∈ B with
ιB(b) ∈ A tB.
A commutative semiring is a tuple (S,+, ·,0,1), abbreviated by S, with operations sum
+ and product · and constants 0 and 1 such that (S,+,0) and (S, ·,1) are commutative
monoids, multiplication distributes over addition, and s · 0 = 0 for every s ∈ S.
The following definitions are due to [3] in the form of [1]. We provide a countable set V
of first and second order variables, where lower case letters like x and y denote first order
variables and capital letters like X and Y denote second order variables. We define monadic
second order formulas β over σ and weighted monadic second order formulas ϕ over σ and S
through
β ::= false | R(x1, . . . , xn) | x ∈ X | ¬β | β ∨ β | ∃x.β | ∃X.β









with R ∈ Relσ, n = arσ(R), x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ V first order variables, X ∈ V a second order
variable and s ∈ S. We also allow the usual abbreviations ∧, ∀, →, ←→ and true. By
MSO(σ) and wMSO(σ, S) we denote the sets of all monadic second order formulas over σ
and all weighted monadic second order formulas over σ and S, respectively. The sets of
first order formulas FO(σ) and weighted first order formulas wFO(σ, S) are defined as the
sets of all formulas from MSO(σ) and wMSO(σ, S), respectively, which do not contain any
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variables. We let Free(ϕ) be the set of all free variables of ϕ. A formula ϕ with Free(ϕ) = ∅
is called a sentence. For a vector ϕ̄ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) ∈ wMSO(σ, S)n, we define the set of free
variables of ϕ̄ as Free(ϕ̄) =
⋃n
i=1 Free(ϕi).
We now define the semantics of MSO and wMSO. Let σ be a signature, A = (A, IA)
a σ-structure and V a set of first and second order variables. A (V,A)-assignment ρ is a
partial function ρ : V 9 A ∪ P(A) such that, whenever x ∈ V is a first order variable and
ρ(x) is defined, we have ρ(x) ∈ A, and whenever X ∈ V is a second order variable and
ρ(X) is defined, we have ρ(X) ⊆ A. The reason we consider partial functions is that in
our Feferman-Vaught theorems for the disjoint union of structures we want to be able to
restrict the range of a variable assignment to a subset of the universe. For a first order
variable, this restriction may cause the variable to become undefined. Let dom(ρ) be the
domain of ρ. For a first order variable x ∈ V and an element a ∈ A, the update ρ[x→ a] is
defined through dom(ρ[x→ a]) = dom(ρ)∪{x}, ρ[x→ a](X ) = ρ(X ) for all X ∈ V \{x} and
ρ[x→ a](x) = a. For a second order variable X ∈ V and a set I ⊆ A, the update ρ[X → I]
is defined in a similar fashion. By AV we denote the set of all (V,A)-assignments.
For ρ ∈ AV and a formula β ∈ MSO(σ) the relation “(A, ρ) satisfies β”, denoted by
(A, ρ) |= β, is defined as usual, with the minor addition that (A, ρ) can satisfy x ∈ X and
R(x1, . . . , xn) only if all of the occurring variables are in dom(ρ). In the following, for all sums
and products to be well-defined, we assume that A is finite. For a formula ϕ ∈ wMSO(σ, S)




1 if (A, ρ) |= β
0 otherwise
JsK(A, ρ) = s
Jϕ1 ⊕ ϕ2K(A, ρ) = Jϕ1K(A, ρ) + Jϕ2K(A, ρ)




















I⊆AJϕK(A, ρ[X → I]).
We will usually identify a pair (A, ∅) with A. For a vector of formulas ϕ̄ ∈ wMSO(σ, S)n, we
define Jϕ̄K(A, ρ) = (Jϕ1K(A, ρ), . . . , JϕnK(A, ρ)) ∈ Sn.
We give some examples of how weighted formulas can be interpreted. For more examples,
see also [19].
I Example 1. If S = B is the Boolean semiring, we obtain the classical Boolean logic.
I Example 2. Assume that S = (Q,+, ·, 0, 1) is the field of rational numbers and that σ is
the signature of an (undirected) graph, i.e., Relσ = {edge} with edge binary. Then for every
fixed n ∈ N, we can count the number of n-cliques of a graph with no loops G ∈ Str(σ) using
the formula ϕ = 1n! ⊗
⊕




i 6=j(edge(xi, xj) ∨ edge(xj , xi)).
I Example 3. We consider the minimum cut of directed acyclic graphs. For this, we interpret
these graphs as flow networks in the following way. Every vertex which does not have a
predecessor is considered a source, every vertex without successors is considered a drain,
and every edge is assumed to have a capacity of 1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed acyclic
graph where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V the set of edges. A cut (S,D) of G is
a partition of V , i.e., S ∪D = V and S ∩D = ∅, such that all sources of G are in S, and
all drains of G are in D. The minimum cut of G is the smallest number |E ∩ (S ×D)| such
that (S,D) is a cut of G.
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We can express the minimum cut of directed acyclic graphs by a weighted formula as
follows. We let σ be the signature from the previous example and this time interpret it
as the signature of a directed graph. For our semiring, we choose the tropical semiring
Trop = (R≥0 ∪ {∞},min,+,∞, 0). Then using the abbreviation
cut(X,Y ) = ∀x.
(
(x ∈ X ↔ ¬(x ∈ Y )) ∧ (∃y.edge(y, x) ∨ x ∈ X) ∧ (∃y.edge(x, y) ∨ x ∈ Y )
)











y.(1⊕ ¬(x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ Y ∧ edge(x, y)))
)
.
For ϕ ∈ wMSO(σ, S) and a first order variable x which does not appear in ϕ as a bound
variable, we define ϕ−x as the formula obtained from ϕ by replacing all atomic subformulas
containing x, i.e., all subformulas of the form x ∈ X and R(. . . , x, . . .) for R ∈ Relσ, by
false. It is easy to show by induction that for all σ-structures A = (A, IA) and (V,A)-
assignments ρ with x /∈ dom(ρ) we have JϕK(A, ρ) = Jϕ−xK(A, ρ). As in the sequel we will
deal with disjoint unions and products of structures, we need to define the restrictions of a
variable assignment to the contributing structures of the disjoint union or product. Fix two
structures A,B ∈ Str(σ) with universes A and B. For a (V,A tB)-assignment ρ, we define
the restriction ρ|A : V 9 A as
ρ|A(X ) =

ρ(X ) ∩A if X is a second order variable
ρ(X ) if X is a first order variable and ρ(X ) ∈ A
undefined if X is a first order variable and ρ(X ) /∈ A.
The restriction ρ|B is defined similarly.
For a (V,A×B)-assignment ρ, we define the restrictions ρ|A and ρ|B by projection on
the corresponding entries. That is, we let πA be the projection on the first and πB be the
projection on the second entry of A×B and let ρ|A = πA ◦ ρ and ρ|B = πB ◦ ρ.
The union of two assignments ρ and ς with dom(ρ) ∩ dom(ς) = ∅, denoted by ρ ∪ ς,
is defined by dom(ρ ∪ ς) = dom(ρ) ∪ dom(ς), (ρ ∪ ς)(X ) = ρ(X ) for X ∈ dom(ρ) and
(ρ ∪ ς)(X ) = ς(X ) for X ∈ dom(ς).
Fix two disjoint sets of variables (xi)i∈N and (yi)i∈N. For n ∈ N we define the set of
expressions Expn(S) over a semiring S by the grammar
E ::= xi | yi | E ⊕ E | E ⊗ E,
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The (weighted) semantics of an expression E ∈ Expn(S) is a mapping
〈〈E〉〉 : Sn × Sn → S defined for s̄, t̄ ∈ Sn inductively by
〈〈xi〉〉(s̄, t̄) = si
〈〈yi〉〉(s̄, t̄) = ti
〈〈E1 ⊕ E2〉〉(s̄, t̄) = 〈〈E1〉〉(s̄, t̄) + 〈〈E2〉〉(s̄, t̄)
〈〈E1 ⊗ E2〉〉(s̄, t̄) = 〈〈E1〉〉(s̄, t̄) · 〈〈E2〉〉(s̄, t̄).
For expressions over the Boolean semiring B = ({false, true},∨,∧, false, true) we will
usually write ∨ instead of ⊕ and ∧ instead of ⊗.
I Construction 4. We call an expression E ∈ Expn(S) a pure product if
E = x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xl ⊗ y1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ym
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with xi ∈ {x1, . . . , xn} for i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and yj ∈ {y1, . . . , yn} for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. We define
a substitution procedure as follows. Let ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ wMSO(σ, S)n be given. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , l}
and assume xi = xk for some k, then we define ξi = ϕ1k. Likewise, for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and
yj = yk, we define θj = ϕ2k. We let ξ = ξ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ξl and θ = θ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ θm. Then for
A,B ∈ Str(σ), every (V,A)-assignment ρ and every (V,B)-assignment ς we have
〈〈E〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A, ρ), Jϕ̄2K(B, ς)) = JξK(A, ρ) · JθK(B, ς).
We define PRD1(E, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2) = ξ and PRD2(E, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2) = θ.
Pure products B ∈ Expn(B) are also called pure conjunctions. For a pure conjunction
B ∈ Expn(B), formulas ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ MSO(σ) and ξi, θj as above, we define the MSO(σ)-formulas
CON1(B, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2) = ξ = ξ1 ∧ . . .∧ ξl and CON2(B, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2) = θ = θ1 ∧ . . .∧ θm. We then have
〈〈B〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A, ρ), Jϕ̄2K(B, ς)) = true iff (A, ρ) |= ξ and (B, ς) |= θ. ♦
We say that an expression E ∈ Expn(S) is in normal form if E = E1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Em for some
m ≥ 1 and pure products Ei. By applying the laws of distributivity of the semiring S, every
expression E ∈ Expn(S) can be transformed into normal form. More precisely, we have the
following lemma.
I Lemma 5. For every E ∈ Expn(S) there exists an expression E′ ∈ Expn(S) in normal
form with the same semantics as E.
3 The classical Feferman-Vaught Theorem
For convenience, we recall the Feferman-Vaught Theorem for disjoint unions and products of
two structures. Let σ be a signature.
I Theorem 6 ([6]). Let V be a set of first and second order variables and β ∈ MSO(σ) with
variables from V. Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas β̄1, β̄2 ∈ MSO(σ)n and an
expression Bβ ∈ Expn(B) such that Free(β̄1) ∪ Free(β̄2) ⊆ Free(β) and for all structures
A,B ∈ Str(σ) and all (V,A tB)-assignments ρ:
(A tB, ρ) |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(A, ρ|A), Jβ̄2K(B, ρ|B)) = true.
I Theorem 7 ([6]). Let V be a set of first and second order variables and β ∈ FO(σ) with
variables from V. Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas β̄1, β̄2 ∈ FO(σ)n and an
expression Bβ ∈ Expn(B) such that Free(β̄1) ∪ Free(β̄2) ⊆ Free(β) and for all structures
A,B ∈ Str(σ) and all (V,A×B)-assignments ρ:
(A×B, ρ) |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(A, ρ|A), Jβ̄2K(B, ρ|B)) = true.
4 Translation schemes
Theorems 6 and 7 consider disjoint unions and products only. So far, there is no interaction
between the two constituting structures. Translation schemes allow us to create such interac-
tions in an MSO-defined manner. More precisely, translation schemes “translate” structures
over one signature into structures over another signature. Applying this to disjoint unions
and products, we can extend Theorems 6 and 7 to more complex constructs. The usefulness
of such extensions by translation schemes was discussed in [13], which we follow here.
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Let σ and τ be two signatures, Z = {z, z1, z2, . . .} be a set of distinguished first order
variables and W be a set of first and second order variables with W ∩ Z = ∅. A σ-τ -
translation scheme Φ over W and Z is a pair (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) where φU , φT ∈ MSO(σ), φU
has variables from W ∪ {z} and φT has variables from W ∪ {z1, . . . , zarτ (T )}. The variables
from Z may not be used for quantification, i.e., all variables from Z must be free. We set
Free(Φ) = Free(φU ) ∪
⋃
T∈Relτ Free(φT ). The formulas φU and (φT )T∈Relτ depend on Z
in the following way. For a first order variable x not occurring in φU , the formula φU (x)
is obtained from φU by replacing all occurrences of z by x. Similarly, for T ∈ Relτ and
first order variables x1, . . . , xarτ (T ) not occurring in φT , the formula φT (x1, . . . , xarτ (T )) is
obtained from φT by replacing all occurrences of zi by xi for i ∈ {1, . . . , arτ (T )}.
For a σ-structure A = (A, IA) and a (W,A)-assignment ς, we define the Φ-induced τ -
structure of A and ς, denoted by Φ?(A, ς), as a τ -structure with universe UC and interpretation
IC as follows.
UC = {a ∈ A | (A, ς[z → a]) |= φU} IC(T ) = {c̄ ∈ Uarτ (T )C | (A, ς[z̄ → c̄]) |= φT }
I Example 8. A translation scheme can be used to cut a subtree from a given tree at a
specified node in the tree. For this let σ = τ = ({edge}, edge 7→ 2) be the signature of a
directed graph. For a σ-structure G = (V, edge 7→ E) let E′ be the transitive closure of the
relation E ⊆ V × V . We say that G is a directed rooted tree with root r ∈ V if (1) E′ is
irreflexive, (2) (r, v) ∈ E′ for all v ∈ V \ {r} and (3) for all v ∈ V \ {r} there is exactly one
v′ ∈ V with (v′, v) ∈ E. We define the following abbreviation which describes the reflexive
transitive closure of E.
(x ≤ y) = ∀X (x ∈ X ∧ (∀z.(∃z′.z′ ∈ X ∧ edge(z′, z))→ z ∈ X))→ y ∈ X
We define a σ-σ-translation scheme Φ = (φU , φedge) through φU = (x ≤ z) and φedge =
edge(z1, z2). Then with G as above and v ∈ V , the structure C = Φ∗(G, x 7→ v) is the subtree
of G at the node v, i.e.,
UC = {v} ∪ {v′ ∈ V | (v, v′) ∈ E′} IC = E ∩ (UC × UC).
We have the following fundamental property of translation schemes [13].
I Lemma 9 ([13]). Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -translation scheme over W and Z,
V be a set of first and second order variables such that V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint,
and β ∈ MSO(τ) with variables from V. Then there exists a formula α ∈ MSO(σ) such that
Free(α) ⊆ Free(β)∪Free(Φ) and for all structures A ∈ Str(σ), all (W,A)-assignments ς and
all (V,Φ?(A, ς))-assignments ρ:
(Φ?(A, ς), ρ) |= β iff (A, ς ∪ ρ) |= α.
Together with Theorems 6 and 7, this gives us the following Feferman-Vaught decomposi-
tion theorems for disjoint unions and products with translations schemes.
I Theorem 10 ([13]). Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -translation scheme over W and Z,
V be a set of first and second order variables such that V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint,
and β ∈ MSO(τ) with variables from V. Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas β̄1, β̄2 ∈
MSO(σ)n and an expression Bβ ∈ Expn(B) such that Free(β̄1)∪Free(β̄2) ⊆ Free(β)∪Free(Φ)
and for all structures A,B ∈ Str(σ), all (W,AtB)-assignments ς and all (V,Φ?(AtB, ς))-
assignments ρ:
(Φ?(A tB, ς), ρ) |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(A, (ς ∪ ρ)|A), Jβ̄2K(B, (ς ∪ ρ)|B)) = true.
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I Theorem 11 ([13]). Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -translation scheme over W and Z,
V be a set of first and second order variables such that V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint,
and β ∈ FO(τ) with variables from V. Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas β̄1, β̄2 ∈
FO(σ)n and an expression Bβ ∈ Expn(B) such that Free(β̄1)∪ Free(β̄2) ⊆ Free(β)∪ Free(Φ)
and for all structures A,B ∈ Str(σ), all (W,AtB)-assignments ς and all (V,Φ?(A×B, ς))-
assignments ρ:
(Φ?(A×B, ς), ρ) |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(A, (ς ∪ ρ)|A), Jβ̄2K(B, (ς ∪ ρ)|B)) = true.
We give a short example to illustrate Theorem 10.
I Example 12. We consider the signature σ of a labeled graph, i.e., Relσ = {edge, laba, labb}
where edge has arity 2 and laba, labb both have arity 1. Given two directed rooted labeled
trees G1,G2 in this signature (see Example 8), we can use a translation scheme to add
edges between all leaves of G1 and the root of G2 in G1 t G2. For this scenario we have
to distinguish between the vertices from the first and the second graph, so the use of an
intermediate signature is necessary. We define the signature σ′ to be σ extended by the
relation symbols G1 and G2 of arity 1. Then for i ∈ {1, 2} we define a σ-σ′-translation










true if i = j
false otherwise.
With the abbreviations root(x) = ¬∃y.edge(y, x) and leaf(x) = ¬∃y.edge(x, y) we then define
the σ′-σ-translation scheme Φ = (φU , φedge, φlaba , φlabb) through
φedge = edge(z1, z2) ∨ (G1(z1) ∧G2(z2) ∧ leaf(z1) ∧ root(z2)).
Then G = Φ∗(Φ∗1(G1) t Φ∗2(G2)) is exactly G1 tG2 with the leaves of G1 connected to the
root of G2. We now consider the formula
β = ∃x.∃y.(edge(x, y) ∧ laba(x) ∧ labb(y))
which asks whether there is some edge between an a-labeled and a b-labeled vertex. We can
apply Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 to obtain the following decomposition of β. Let
β̄1 = (β,∃x.laba(x) ∧ leaf(x))
β̄2 = (β,∃y.labb(y) ∧ root(y))
Bβ = x1 ∨ y1 ∨ (x2 ∧ y2).
Then we have G |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(G1), Jβ̄2K(G2)) = true.
5 Weighted Feferman-Vaught Decomposition Theorems
Our goal is to prove weighted versions of Theorems 10 and 11. That is, we would like to
replace FO by wFO and MSO by wMSO in those theorems. This, however, is not possible as
we will see in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. For disjoint unions, we have to restrict the use of the first
order product quantifier and entirely remove the second order product quantifier in wMSO.
For products, it is not possible to include the first order product quantifier at all.
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5.1 Formulation of the theorems
Let σ be a signature and S a commutative semiring. We define two fragments of our logic
and formulate our weighted versions of Theorems 10 and 11 for these fragments.
I Definition 13 (Product-free weighted first order logic). We define the product-free first
order fragment wFO
⊗
-free(σ, S) of our logic as the set of all formulas from wFO(σ, S) which
do not contain any first order product quantifier. Using this fragment, we will formulate a
weighted Feferman-Vaught decomposition theorem for products of structures.
I Definition 14 (Product-restricted weighted monadic second order logic). In order to define
the product-restricted fragment of our weighted monadic second order logic, we first define
the fragment of so-called almost-Boolean formulas through the grammar
ψ ::= β | s | ψ ⊕ ψ | ψ ⊗ ψ.
This fragment, which we denote by wMSOa-bool(σ, S), already appeared in [3] in the form of
recognizable step functions. To obtain the main theorem of [3], the product quantifier was
restricted to quantify only over recognizable step functions. We employ the same restriction
and define the product-restricted fragment of our logic through the grammar







where β ∈ MSO(σ) is a monadic second order formula, s ∈ S, x is a first order variable,
X is a second order variable and ψ ∈ wMSOa-bool(σ, S) is an almost-Boolean formula. By
wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S) we denote the set of all such formulas. The set wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S) contains
all formulas from wMSO(σ, S) which do not contain any second order quantifier and where
for every subformula of the form
⊗
x.ψ we have that ψ is an almost-Boolean formula. Our
weighted Feferman-Vaught decomposition theorem for disjoint unions of structures will be
formulated for this fragment. In [3] it was shown that for finite and infinite words, this
fragment is expressively equivalent to weighted finite automata.
We note that the restrictions we impose on the product quantifier are necessary as we
will show in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. We formulate the weighted versions of Theorems 10 and 11
as follows.1 Let τ , W and Z be as in Section 4.
I Theorem 15. Let S be a commutative semiring. Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -
translation scheme over W and Z, V be a set of first and second order variables such that
V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint, and ϕ ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(τ, S) with variables from V. Then
there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)n with Free(ϕ̄1)∪Free(ϕ̄2) ⊆
Free(ϕ)∪Free(Φ) and an expression Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that the following holds. For all finite
structures A,B ∈ Str(σ), all (W,AtB)-assignments ς and all (V,Φ?(AtB, ς))-assignments
ρ we have
JϕK(Φ?(A tB, ς), ρ) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A, (ς ∪ ρ)|A), Jϕ̄2K(B, (ς ∪ ρ)|B)).
1 In [19] a weighted version of Theorem 10 similar to ours is stated (without proof) to hold without any
restriction on the first order product quantifier. However, in Subsection 5.2 we show that a restriction
on the product quantifier is necessary.
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I Theorem 16. Let S be a commutative semiring. Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -
translation scheme over W and Z, V be a set of first and second order variables such that
V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint, and ϕ ∈ wFO
⊗
-free(τ, S) with variables from V. Then
there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of formulas ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ wFO
⊗
-free(σ, S)n with Free(ϕ̄1)∪Free(ϕ̄2) ⊆
Free(ϕ)∪Free(Φ) and an expression Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that the following holds. For all finite
structures A,B ∈ Str(σ), all (W,A×B)-assignments ς and all (V,Φ?(A×B, ς))-assignments
ρ we have
JϕK(Φ?(A×B, ς), ρ) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A, (ς ∪ ρ)|A), Jϕ̄2K(B, (ς ∪ ρ)|B)).
The proofs of both theorems are deferred to Section 5.4. For formulas without free
variables and a trivial translation scheme, i.e., φU = true and φT = T (z1, . . . , zarτ (T )) for all
T ∈ Relτ , the theorems reduce to the following, simplified versions.
I Theorem 17. Let S be a commutative semiring and ϕ ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S) be a sentence.
Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of sentences ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)n and an expression
Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that the following holds. For all finite structures A,B ∈ Str(σ) we have
JϕK(A tB) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A), Jϕ̄2K(B)).
I Theorem 18. Let S be a commutative semiring and ϕ ∈ wFO
⊗
-free(σ, S) be a sentence.
Then there exist n ≥ 1, vectors of sentences ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ wFO
⊗
-free(σ, S)n and an expression
Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that the following holds. For all finite structures A,B ∈ Str(σ) we have
JϕK(A×B) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(A), Jϕ̄2K(B)).
I Example 19. To illustrate Theorem 17 we consider the semiring of natural numbers
N0 = (N0,+, ·, 0, 1) and the signature σ of a labeled graph, i.e., Relσ = {edge, laba, labb}
with edge binary and laba, labb both unary. Consider the following formula which multiplies








y.edge(x, y) ∧ labb(x) ∧ labb(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ϕb
)
The formula can be decomposed as follows. Let ϕ̄1 = ϕ̄2 = (ϕa, ϕb) and Eϕ = (x1⊕y1)⊗(x2⊕
y2). Then for all σ-structures G1,G2 we have JϕK(G1 tG2) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(G1), Jϕ̄2K(G2)).
I Example 20. In [19], it is discussed how translation schemes can be applied for Feferman-
Vaught-like decompositions of weighted properties. Theorems 15 and 16 show that this is
possible for all properties which can be expressed by formulas in our weighted logic fragments.
5.2 Necessity of restricting the logic for disjoint unions
In this section, we show that the restrictions we impose on the product quantifiers are
indeed necessary. For disjoint unions, we will prove that already Theorem 17 does not hold
over the tropical semiring Trop = (R≥0 ∪ {∞},min,+,∞, 0) and over the arctic semiring







denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. To prove this, we employ Ramsey’s Theorem.




y.1, Theorem 17 does not hold over the semiring
N0 = (N0,+, ·, 0, 1). We note that these types of formulas also occurred in [3] and [4] as
examples of weighted formulas whose semantics could not be described by weighted automata.




the set of all subsets of X of size 2.
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→ {1, . . . , k} be a function. Then there exists an infinite
subset E ⊆ N such that f |[E2 ] ≡ i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
I Theorem 22. Let S ∈ {Trop,Arct}, σ = (∅, ∅) be the empty signature and for l ∈ N




y.1 there do not exist
n ∈ N, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ (wMSO(σ, S))n and Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that for all l,m ∈ N we have
JϕK(Sl tSm) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(Sl), Jϕ̄2K(Sm)). (5.1)
Proof (Sketch). First, consider S = Trop. For contradiction, suppose that n, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 and Eϕ
as above satisfying (5.1) exist. We may assume that Eϕ = E1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ek is in normal form
with all Ei pure products. For l ≥ 1 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we let ali = JPRD1(Ei, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2)K(Sl)
and bli = JPRD2(Ei, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2)K(Sl). Then by assumption we have




(ali + bmi). (5.2)
Given l ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1, for at least one index j ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have (l +m)2 = alj + bmj .




→ {1, . . . , k} by
f({l,m}) = jlm for l < m. Now take E ⊆ N according to Ramsey’s Theorem. As E is infinite,
there are l, λ,m, µ ∈ E with l < λ < m < µ. With j = jlm, we thus have (l+m)2 = alj+bmj ,
(λ+m)2 = aλj + bmj , (l+ µ)2 = alj + bµj , and (λ+ µ)2 = aλj + bµj . Using the first three of
these equalities, an elementary calculation shows that we have aλj + bµj < (λ+ µ)2. This is
clearly a contradiction to the fourth equality. Therefore, n, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 and Eϕ as chosen cannot
exist. To prove the theorem for the arctic semiring, it suffices to replace min by max in
equation (5.2). J
With similar methods, we can show the following.
I Theorem 23. Let S ∈ {Trop,Arct}, σ = (∅, ∅) be the empty signature and for l ∈ N
consider the σ-structures Sl = ({1, . . . , l}, ∅). Then for ϕ =
⊗
X.1 there do not exist n ∈ N,
ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ (wMSO(σ, S))n and Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that for all l,m ∈ N we have
JϕK(Sl tSm) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(Sl), Jϕ̄2K(Sm)).
The nesting of a first order sum quantifier into the first order product quantifier also leads
to formulas which do not allow for a Feferman-Vaught-like decomposition as the following
theorem shows.
I Theorem 24. Let S = (N0,+, ·, 0, 1), σ = (∅, ∅) be the empty signature and for l ∈ N




y.1 there do not exist
n ∈ N, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ (wMSO(σ,N0))n and Eϕ ∈ Expn(N0) such that for all l,m ∈ N we have
JϕK(Sl tSm) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(Sl), Jϕ̄2K(Sm)). (5.3)
Proof (Sketch). We proceed by contradiction and assume n, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 and Eϕ as above sat-
isfying (5.3) exist. We may assume that Eϕ = E1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ek is in normal form with all
Ei pure products. For l ≥ 1 and i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we let ali = JPRD1(Ei, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2)K(Sl) and
bli = JPRD2(Ei, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2)K(Sl). Then by assumption we have
(l +m)(l+m) = JϕK(Sl tSm) =
∑k
i=1(ali · bmi). (5.4)
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For every j ∈ {1, . . . , k} we choose Lj ≥ 1 such that aLjj 6= 0, or let Lj = 0 if for all l ≥ 1
we have alj = 0. Assume m ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with Lj 6= 0, then aLjj ≥ 1, hence
(Lj +m)(Lj+m) =
∑k
i=1(aLji · bmi) ≥ (aLjj · bmj) ≥ bmj .
In particular, with L = max{Li | i ∈ {1, . . . , k}}, we have that for every j ∈ {1, . . . , k} either
(i) bmj ≤ (L+m)(L+m) for all m ≥ 1 or (ii) alj = 0 for all l ≥ 1. Note that from equation
(5.4) it follows that L = 0 is impossible. In the same fashion, we can find M ≥ 1 such that
for every l ≥ 1 and every j ∈ {1, . . . , k} either (i) alj ≤ (l + M)(l+M) for all l ≥ 1 or (ii)
bmj = 0 for all m ≥ 1.
Now consider (5.4) for l = m. If j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that either alj = 0 for all l ≥ 1 or
bmj = 0 for all m ≥ 1, then clearly also (alj · blj) = 0 for all l. If j is not like this, we have
(alj · blj) ≤ (l +M)(l+M) · (L+ l)(L+l) ≤ (l + C)2(l+C)
for C = max{L,M}. It follows that (2l)2l ≤ k(l + C)2(l+C) for every l ≥ 1. Elementary
calculus can be used to show that this is not true. J
5.3 Necessity of restricting the logic for products
The proof of Theorem 22 can also be used to show that no Feferman-Vaught-like theorem
holds for products if the first order product quantifier is included in the weighted logic. More
precisely, already Theorem 18 does not hold over the tropical and arctic semirings for the
formula ϕ =
⊗
x.1 even if ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2 are allowed to be from wMSO(σ, S).
I Theorem 25. Let S ∈ {Trop,Arct}, σ = (∅, ∅) be the empty signature and for l ∈ N
consider the σ-structures Sl = ({1, . . . , l}, ∅). Then for ϕ =
⊗
x.1 there do not exist n ∈ N,
ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2 ∈ (wMSO(σ, S))n and Eϕ ∈ Expn(S) such that for all l,m ∈ N we have
JϕK(Sl ×Sm) = 〈〈Eϕ〉〉(Jϕ̄1K(Sl), Jϕ̄2K(Sm)).
5.4 Proofs of Theorems 15 and 16
We now come to the proof of Theorems 15 and 16. By the following result, we can reduce
the proofs to the case where the translation scheme is the identity.
I Lemma 26. Let Φ = (φU , (φT )T∈Relτ ) be a σ-τ -translation scheme over W and Z, V
be a set of first and second order variables such that V, W, and Z are pairwise disjoint,
and ϕ ∈ wMSO(τ, S) with variables from V. Then there exists a formula ψ ∈ wMSO(σ, S)
with Free(ψ) ⊆ Free(ϕ) ∪ Free(Φ) such that the following holds. For all finite structures
A ∈ Str(σ), all (W,A)-assignments ς and all (V,Φ?(A, ς))-assignments ρ we have
JϕK(Φ?(A, ς), ρ) = JψK(A, ς ∪ ρ).
If ϕ is from wMSO
⊗
-res(τ, S) or wFO
⊗
-free(τ, S), then ψ can also be chosen as a formula
from wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S) or wFO
⊗
-free(σ, S), respectively.
Lemma 26 can be proved by induction on the structure of formulas.
Proof of Theorem 15 (Sketch). We proceed by induction. By Lemma 26 it suffices to prove
the case τ = σ and Φ?(A tB, ς) = A tB.
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Assume ϕ = β for some β ∈ MSO(σ). We apply Theorem 6 to the formula β and obtain
l ≥ 1, vectors of formulas β̄1, β̄2 ∈ MSO(σ)l and an expression Bβ ∈ Expl(B) such that
(A tB, ρ) |= β iff 〈〈Bβ〉〉(Jβ̄1K(A, ρ|A), Jβ̄2K(B, ρ|B)) = true.
We may assume that Bβ = B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bm is in normal form with all Bi pure conjunc-
tions. We let γi = CON1(Bi, β̄1, β̄2) and δi = CON2(Bi, β̄1, β̄2) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (see
Construction 4). We set n = 2m and define
ϕ̄1 = (γ1, . . . , γm,¬γ1, . . . ,¬γm) ϕ̄2 = (δ1, . . . , δm,¬δ1, . . . ,¬δm).
Intuitively, we would now define the expression Eϕ as x1 ⊗ y1 ⊕ . . .⊕ xm ⊗ ym, but this
expression is not necessarily evaluated to 1 in S if γi ∧ δi is true for more than one
index i. Instead, we define expressions Ek ∈ Expn(S) for k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} inductively by
E1 = x1 ⊗ y1 and
Ek = (Ek−1 ⊗ ((xk+m ⊗ yk)⊕ yk+m))⊕ (xk ⊗ yk)
and set Eϕ = Em. In a sense, Ek is evaluated to 1 if γk ∧ δk is true, and otherwise, if
either γk or δk does not hold, it is evaluated to Ek−1.
Assume ϕ = s for some s ∈ S. We let n = 1, ϕ11 = ϕ21 = s and Eϕ = x1.
For ϕ = ζ ⊕ η, we assume the theorem is true for ζ with ζ̄1, ζ̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)l and
Eζ ∈ Expl(S), and for η with η̄1, η̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)m and Eη ∈ Expm(S). We set
ϕ̄1 = (ζ11 , . . . , ζ1l , η11 , . . . , η1m), ϕ̄2 = (ζ21 , . . . , ζ2l , η21 , . . . , η2m) and Eϕ = Eζ ⊕E′η, where E′η
is obtained from Eη by replacing every variable xi by xi+l and every variable yi by yi+l.
For ϕ = ζ ⊗ η, the proof is the same as for the previous case, only that here we define
Eϕ = Eζ ⊗ E′η.
For ϕ =
⊕
x.ζ, we assume the theorem is true for ζ with ζ̄1, ζ̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)l
and Eζ ∈ Expl(S). We may assume that Eζ = E1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Em is in normal form with all
Ei pure products and that x does no occur as a bound variable in any of the ζ1i or ζ2i .
We let ξi = PRD1(Ei, ζ̄1, ζ̄2) and θi = PRD2(Ei, ζ̄1, ζ̄2). We set n = 2m and define
ϕ1 = (
⊕


















i=1((xi ⊗ ym+i)⊕ (xm+i ⊗ yi)).
For ϕ =
⊕
X.ζ, we assume that the theorem is true for ζ with ζ̄1, ζ̄2 ∈ wMSO
⊗
-res(σ, S)l
and Eζ ∈ Expl(S) = Eζ = E1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Em in normal form with all Ei pure products. We
let ξi = PRD1(Ei, ζ̄1, ζ̄2) and θi = PRD2(Ei, ζ̄1, ζ̄2). We set n = m and define
ϕ1j = (
⊕













x.ζ with ζ ∈ wMSOa-bool(σ, S) almost boolean. Using the laws of
distributivity in S and the fact that for two boolean formulas α, β ∈ MSO(σ) we have
JαK · JβK ≡ Jα⊗ βK, we may assume that ζ = (s1 ⊗ β1)⊕ . . .⊕ (sl ⊗ βl) for some l ≥ 1,
si ∈ S and βi ∈ MSO(σ). Applying a simple construction, we may even assume that
β1, . . . , βl form a partition, i.e., that for all (V,AtB)-assignments ρ′ there is exactly one
i ∈ {1, . . . , l} with (A tB, ρ′) |= βi. Let X1, . . . , Xl ∈ V be second order variables not
occurring in ζ. We define the abbreviation
(x ∈ Xi)B si = ((x ∈ Xi)⊗ si)⊕ ¬(x ∈ Xi).
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One can check elementarily that
JϕK ≡ J
⊕










x.((x ∈ Xi)B si)K.
Therefore, it suffices to show this case for formulas of the form
ϕ =
⊗
x.((x ∈ X)B s).
For this, we let n = 1 and define ϕ1 = ϕ2 = (
⊗
x.((x ∈ X)B s)) and Eϕ = x1 ⊗ y1. J
Proof of Theorem 16 (Sketch). Again we proceed by induction and assume that τ = σ
and Φ?(A×B, ς) = A×B. The proofs for the cases ϕ = β, ϕ = s, ϕ = ζ ⊕ η and ϕ = ζ ⊗ η
are identical to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 15 for the corresponding cases. For
the case ϕ =
⊕
x.ζ we proceed as for the case ϕ =
⊕
X.ζ in the proof of Theorem 15. J
6 Conclusion
We have derived a weighted version of the Feferman-Vaught Theorem for disjoint unions
and products of finite structures. We just mention here three possible extensions that were
left out due to lack of space. First, Theorems 15 and 16 also hold for infinite structures
if the commutative semiring S is bicomplete, i.e., if it is equipped with infinite sum and
product operations that naturally extend its finite sum and product operations. Second, in
the particular case that the semiring S is a De Morgan algebra, both theorems hold without
any need for restrictions on the product quantifiers; that is, Theorem 15 holds for the full
weighted MSO logic, and Theorem 16 holds for the full weighted FO logic. Third, both
theorems may be extended to employ transductions as defined by Courcelle [2] in place of
the present translation schemes.
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